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Abstrak
 

democratic quality, captured by a plethora of concepts such as democratic backsliding, democratic decline,

and democratic regression. This deterioration compels scholars to conclude that Indonesia, in its current

state, is an illiberal democracy, effectively displacing earlier optimism that Indonesian democracy will

eventually be consolidated. This article engages the emerging literature on democratic decline and the rise of

illiberal democracy in Indonesia by identifying a key source of its illiberal features. It makes the case linking

democracy with the involvement of the state in enforcing religion, as seen in the number of existing

religious legislations. State enforcement of religion necessarily entails the curtailment of religious freedom,

specifically freedom from religion, as the religiosity of Indonesian citizens is forced to shiftfrom voluntary

to compulsory. A liberal democracy, by definition, should not curtail individual liberty in general nor

religious freedom in particular. This article then takes a comparative persepctive on

Indonesia by comparing the number of religious legislations in Indonesia with those of other democratic

states, globally utilizing data from Religion and State (RAS) 3 and V-Dem dataset. The examination yields

the observation that Indonesia has a far higher number of religious legislations than the average democracy

globally. It indicates a significant level of involvement of the Indonesian state in enforcing religion. In that

respect, Indonesia is unusually illiberal for a democracy. The article also emphasizes how religious

legislations are mostly found in certain regions, and provides ethnographic evidence of how fasting as a

religious norm is enforced during the month of Ramadan in South Kalimantan. This article concludes by

reflecting on the uneven democratic quality at the subnational level. Decentralization and the uneven

distribution of rights to subnational governments underlie the concentration of religious bylaws in only

specific regions of the archipelago.
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